1. Use triangular anchor with concrete in all soil types when a concrete base is desired or placed in conjunction with an island or sidewalk.

2. Refer to STD DWG SN 7 for mounting height and offset requirements.

3. Refer to STD DWG SN 13A for sign mounting requirements.

4. Do not exceed maximum square footage of post requirements when installing a supplemental sign by more than 25 percent. \( \text{Ex: Post P2 max. sign size } 2 \text{ ft } W \times 4 \text{ ft } H + (25 \% \text{ of } 2 \text{ ft } W \times 4 \text{ ft } H) = 10 \). 

5. Do not use "T" or "U" bracket with this sign base.

6. Use of yellow posts for left side (median) installation or for locations with a high probability of being impacted is permitted when approved by region traffic engineer.

7. Install and anchor foundation at top of finished grade, do not install anchor prior to completion of finished grade.

8. Install on island or sidewalk, when finished surface is completed. Core drilling of island or sidewalk required.

9. Place foundation and post anchor flush with finished surface.

10. Finish wedge flush with top of anchor.